
Well, I successfully managed to navigate another parenting milestone this week.  Though I suppose the 

word successfully is a somewhat relative term.  As I have previously mentioned, young Jack’s poop 

schedule has been somewhat erratic, the result is that when he does go it usually isn’t something that is 

contained within a single diaper.  Where we have been fortunate, at least up until this point, is that it 

has been painfully obvious 

when he has to go, this has 

allowed us to maintain a 

containment protocol that 

manages the mess.  Unfortunately, that protocol failed this week; more specifically I didn’t even have 

enough warning to enact Containment Protocol Orange (this protocol is the natural evolution of 

Containment Protocol Green).   

Jack was happily bouncing along on dad’s stomach not making any of the noises typically associated with 

pooping, when, all of a sudden, I felt a damp spot on my shirt.  Fearing that his wet diaper had finally 

over flowed; not overly concerned, I lifted him up to see the damage and was horrified to discover a 

river of molten lava dripping from his diaper onto 

my shirt and shorts.  With a speed that probably 

rivaled The Flash I grabbed a blanket and wrapped 

it around the affected areas and then practically 

flew upstairs, where I then handed him of to his 

mother while I proceeded to remove my clothing 

and then followed sterilization procedures 

normally reserved for Level IV hot labs.  Had my life 

been properly categorized as a video game, this 

would have been an achievement, and for those of 

you that know me, I’m all about getting all of the 

achievements. 

I’ve also come to realize how many compromising 

situations being a parent can put you in.  Like 

should I post/share pictures of my son looking 

stoned out of his gourd (it was only Nyquil, I 

swear… though I recently discovered my mother 

used to feed me red onion tea because of the trace 

amounts of opium found in red onions) because his 

face is adorable?  Or what about the cute pictures 

of him crying, because nothing says “I’m an 

attentive parent,” quite like stopping and taking 

pictures while the kid is screaming his head off because he’s hungry… or wet… or uncomfortable… or 

wants attention… or just for the heck of it.  You know, going back to the whole red onion thing… you 

realize that if my life were a video game, it would probably end up being rated M (mature) because of 

references to drug use? 



On an unrelated note, I had entirely too much fun creating the video game cover above.  .  Granted, it’s 

not the finest piece of Photoshop ever to grace the internet (largely because I don’t have Photoshop and 

had to create it using PowerPoint), but it’s not bad… and I think it’s stinking hilarious.  Originally I was 

going to use a picture of me in my Jedi cloak as the background, but as it turns out, after I went through 

all the work of digging it out of the attic when I was at my mom and dad’s last week, I accidentally left it 

at my mom and dad’s.  If you didn’t laugh when you first saw it then I may need you to unsubscribe from 

my newsletter. 

Last Sunday I had another moment revealing how old I am… or perhaps, more correctly, how old the 

people I hang out with are.  Leslie and I had the opportunity to visit our old home church, and while it 

was over an hour drive, we did pass a Krispy Kreme along the way.  Being the thoughtful, generous, 

gracious person that I am, I decided to stop in and buy several dozen for our Sunday school class.  When 

I walked in to class with the donuts one of my buddies commented, “Sheesh Derrik, did you think you 

were buying donuts for a middle school class?”  Well no, but I didn’t think I was buying donuts for a 

middle-aged class either.  Imagine my surprise, and mild disappointment, when a class of 14+ people 

consumed little over a dozen donuts.  It’s even worse because I accounted for at least 4 of them. 

I suppose at this point I really only have two options, just learn to deal with it or find new friends.  

Maybe it’s time for me to start teaching 7
th

 grade Sunday school again, at least those guys appreciated 

my fondness for the graphic and gory stories in Scripture… that and my love of poop jokes, 7
th

 graders 

still laugh at poop jokes. 


